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Absorption of Radiant Energy by Solid Particles 
in Suspension 

James E. Stewart 

A simple t heo ry is developed to dese-ribe the absorption of radian t energy by particles 
suspended in a t.ransparent medium a nd also by an absorbing medium containing transparent 
su:opended particles. It is found that in both cases transmittance in creases as particle sizc 
increases. Apparent dev iations from Beer's law and other effects t hat might introduce 
difficult ies ill expe rimental \\'ork are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Ra(liation-absorption measuremen ts have long 
b een used for quantitative analysis of materials in 
the gas andliquicl phases. Solid materials, however, 
have been troublesome even for quali tative determi
nations because of the inherent difficu] Lies in pre
paring specimens in a reproducible form . UnLil 
recentl.,- the standard metbod for study of solids has 
been to s Llspend finely divid ed particles in a medium 
such as mineral oil in order to reduce the amount of 
eneIK'- lost by scattering. In principle, Lhe concen
trat ion of such a mixture, or mull , can be conLrolled 
by careful weighing, and the th ickness of Lhe mixture 
can be kept fixed by proper cell design [1 ].1 But the 
method is inconvenient, and its llscf uln ess suffers 
from interference by absorpt ion bands of Lhe suspen
sion medium. 

Recently a n ew technique [2 ,3] has been proposed 
in which finely ground particles of a solid sample are 
mixed with ftn alkali halide powder , usually potassium 
bromide, plftcecl in a die, and pressedllntil a sintered 
disk is formed. At the Bureau , small disks, 9.5 mm 
in diameter and approximately 100 mg in weight, 
are produced in a simple die patterned after one 
described b y Anderson [4]. P ressure is applied with 
an ordinary shop vise. No special precau tions are 
taken for drying the potassium bromide 01' evacuating 
th e s\-stem whiJe pressing. Sfttisfactor.,- qualitative 
infrared spectra have b een obtained with these 
pellets, and the method seems promising for quanti
tative measurements as well. 

The purpose of this report is to present a simple 
th eoret ical derivation of an absorption law for these 
disks and to infer from the law certain precautions 
to be taken when preparing samples for quan titative 
measurements. The discussion applies equally well 
to po\\'ders suspended in liquid media. Mathe
matical descriptions of radiation scattered from 
sph erical particles have long been known. But they 
are quite complicated and cannot be approximated 
satisfa.ctorily when the particles are about equal in 
size to the wavelength of incident radiation. In 
addition, index of refraction curves in the neighbor
hood and interior of infrared absorption bands are 
not known for many covalen t compounds . A few 
published dispersion curves [5 , 6] show that over 
man:,' infrared absorption bands r efractive index 

I Figures in brackets indicate the literature referencrs at the cnil of tbis paper. 
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ehanges very little. Price and T etlow [7] have mad e 
the same observation from their work on Christiansen 
windows in infrared spectra . Accordingly, the pres
ent study is concerned with the case of no interfa ce 
refraction, requiring that a perfect index of refraction 
match between particle and surrounding med ium be 
assumed. In reality this condition can be only 
approximately trLle at besL. 

2. Derivation of an Absorption Law 

Consider first a single particle of material wi th 
absorption coeffieient a de6ned by Beer's la \\', 
1j10= exp( - ax) for a uniform layer of thickness ;1' 

(see fig. 1). drrI is an increment of the area 81 

on which the incident plane wave falls with ir
radianee 2 10, n is a lIni t vec tor norma] to the particle 
surface, j is a, unit vector perpend icular to the radia
t ion wave front such that the wave travels in the - j 
direction, a nd dE is the energy leaving the particle 
through drr2. Beer's law can be written for a 
cylind rical increment of volume 

(1) 

2 Radiant flu x pel' unit surface area. 
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FIGURE 1. Pa1'licle in mdicmt-enel'gy field, the energy being 
propagated in the - j direction. 



The proj ected cross-sectional area of the particle on 
the plane of the wave front is 

The average transmittance of a single particle is then 

(2) 

For spherical particles of radiu s r the inteo'rations in 
(2) are easily done to give the equivalent ~xpressions 

(I/I o) spllere = [1 - (2ar+ l )exp (- 2ar)]/2a2r2 

= [ex p (2ar) - 2ar - l] exp ( -2ar)/2a2r2 

_ '" (2ar)n 
- 2 ~ (n + 2)!exp(- 2ar) 

j(r,a)exp(-2ar). (3) 

Jones [8] has investigated the effect produced in 
the apparent absorption coefficient by holes in a 
layer of absorbing substance . The next s tep in the 
present development follows his method. Con
sider a disk containing masses mp and m k of sample 
and s~pporting medium of densities Pp and Pk, 
respectIvely . The sample par ticles are assumed to 
b e spheres of radius 1', and to be distributed uni
forml y throughout the unpressed disk on a cubic 
lattice .of constant A. The distance b etween layers 
of partlcles parallel to the wave front will be reduced 
by the pressing. It will be evident from what 
follows that the distribution of particles within 
layers can be random so long as the number of 
partieles per layer is constant. In fact. randomness 
wit~in laye~'s will. improve the validity of an approxi
matlon which WIll be made. The volume of disk 
?ccupied by sample and by the suspending substance 
lS Vp= mp/pp and vk = m k/Pk, respectively. The number 
of particles in the disk is 

n p =vpf-t 7rr3 = 3mp/47rl,3 Pp, 

and the mean distance between particle centers is 
~= [(Vk+Vp) /?bp]t. Consider first one layer of particles 
111 cells of SIde A. The ratio of the cross-sectional 
area, U p, of the sample particle contained in a sino'le 
cubic unit to the cross-sectional area u of the 
lattice unit is ' c, 

up 7rr2 [ 3-fim Pk J2/3 
~=~= 4(mkPp+~pph ' 

and the transmittance for one layer is given by 

(1/10)1 =(1- up ) + U p j(r,a) exp (-2ar). 
(J" c CT c 

(4) 

(5) 

Now th~ numb~r of layers iJ?- the disk is N = ucnp/S , 
where S IS th e dIsk cross-sectIOnal area. Substituting 

-------
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from above, 

N=~ [ 3mV(mk+ m p) 2J l/3 . 
rS 47r pv Pk Pp 

(6) 

Equation (5) gives the average transmittance of one 
l.ayer of partic~es . We fl:ssume that the I given b~' (5) 
for one layer lS the 10 for the next layer. The irra
diance after the radiation has traversed N laYers is 
therefore . 

(7) 

. ~fter t~le w?rk reported here was completed, a 
slmlln:r . dlscussIOn appeared in the literature [9], 
con tallllllg an expressIOn for the transmittance of a 
potas~ium b~'omide pellet in the form 1/10=e-a ( I-F) , 

111 IV,hlOh F IS the average transmittance of a single 
partIcle and a contains mass, densit:v, and dimension 
parameters. A comparison of this expression ex
pande~ in ~ 'Mac~aurin's series with eq (7) expanded 
111 a blllommi sen es demonstrates the equivalence of 
the equa tions, at least for small particles. 

N?w let us turn to a similar problem in which the 
partlOles are transparent and the suspension medium 
absorbs energy. A situation such as this is encoun
tered in conventional mulling techniques of sample 
preparation but will not arise for pellets unless it 
becomes necessary' to use suspension powders that 
have absorption bands. Let a be th e absorption 
coeffi cient of the suspension medium and all other 
parameters remain as defined previously. Proceed-
111g as above, the average transmittance for a single 
lattice unit is 

(I/10)C = ~2 {J~J e- a (),-2rn· j) n ' .id ul + (t-. 2 - 7rr"L)e - aA } 

=e-aA{(l- u p)+ U p e2ra(2ra- ?1)+ I}. (8) 
u c u , 2a2r 

The transmittance for the first layer of cells equals 
the same. value an~l, making the same assumption 
used eariler regardlllg the average 10 for the next 
layer , the transmittance of the spec imen is 

1/10= (1/10// (9) 

3. Discussion 

It is .not clear how eq (2 ) might be generalized 
further 111 order to demonstrate the effect of particle 
sha.pe.3 ~owever, some easily integrable shapes can 
b~ lllvestigated. For example, a disk-shaped particle 
wlth volume .and cr?ss-sectional ar ea equal to that 
of .a s1,>here WIth radms r must have thickness 41'/3. 
WIth ItS flat surface parallel to the radiation wave 

3 In this COJUlcction, note that v·exp a(Y'- Yl)j=I7 ·exp (- a.)j~~exp ( -a.),.<O, 

so t he integrand in (2) CalUlOt be t hc' curl of any function and J~USS ' 5 theorem 
cannot be applled. 



front the particle would have a transmittance of 
(I /I o)dlsk= exp( - 4a1"/3). For the sphere (IIIo) sPhere 
= exp( - 2a1") for sufficien9y small. a1". . 

Equation (7) for spherIcal partIcles .mvolv~s the 
radius in a complicated manner. If a1" IS sufficJent~y 
small so that terms beyond those of first degree m 
the expansions of exp(2a1") and exp(-2a1") can be 
discarded, the expression b ecomes 

""N ln 1-- - . ( 
(T p 4a1") 
(Te 3 

vVe may now expand this exp~'ession in a Ma~laurin's 
series keeping only the leaclmg term, substItute .(4 ) 
and '(6), and make th e simplifying assumptIO? 
1n p«mk (which is true in practice) . The result IS 

lim In I/Io=-a1n p /Spl)' 
r--->O 

This is recognized as Beer 's law for a mass Inp of 
sample in the form <;If a homoger: eol~ s condensed 
film. For larger partIcles the senSItIvIty of (7 ) . to 
changes in r can best be demonstrated by assunung 
some typical values for the otheI~ parar:1e~ers and 
plotting 1110 versus l ' (see fig . 2). . fhe!'e IS m~eed .a 
sio'nificant dependence on par tIcle Size, whlCh IS 
m~st serious for bands with highest absorption co
efficient. As these are the bands most likely to be 
used for quantitative purposes, th: necessity for 
controlling particle size is clear. It IS also ~ppar.ent 
that band shape should be affected by partIcle SIze. 
The curves of figure 2 predict that a sample pre
pared with large particles will hf!'ve a higher apparen~ 
transmittance than a sample ,"Vlth the same mass of 
small particles. This applies also to specimens con
Lainincr clusters of small particles. In this case r 
must be taken as the cluster radius. 

It has been observed experimentally that absorp
Lion bands do become more intense as particle size 
is reduced. Some observations on polyvinyl chloride 
have been made. It is recognized that scatter plays 
an undetermined role in these measurements. How
ever it is not likely that reduction of particle size 
will 'r esult consistently in greater scatter at an ab
sorption band, and hence in greater ~ppare~t !1bsor:p
tion . Furthermore, no asymmetnc vanatIOns m 
band shapes, such as Christiansen windows, were 
observed. 

Calculations from eq (7), using typical values 4 

for the parameters, provid: d the ~nc~)Uraging result 
that the apparent transmIttance IS mdependent of 
1nk within the practical m easuring limi~s of ~odern 
speetrophotometers. In order to venfy thI~ : x
p erim en tally, two pellets were prep~red .contamll:g 
th e same quantity (2.6 mg) of steanc aCId but dIf
ferent amounts of potassium bromide (42.25 mg 

• m p= 2 mg, pp= ! glem' , p. =0.2 g/em ' , 8 = 0.714 em' , a=100 and:200 em-I, and 
m. varied between 50 and 250 mg. 
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Cun'es arc calculated from eq (7), using the following values: mp=O.O l g; 
m k= O.224 g; pp= l g; pk= O.2 g/cm 3; S= O.7t4 em 2; 0 = 50, 100, and 200 ("m-I , 

and 294.85 mg). Transmittance was measured rel
ative to base lines drawn through maxima adjacen t 
to the minimum in question. The transmittances 
of corresponding bands at wavelengths greater than 
9.1 J.1. were equal for the two pellets within 2 or 3 
percent. In the range 3 to 9.1 J.1. bands wcrc cither 
too nearly opaque or were too close togethcr to per
mit reasonable base lines to be drawn. The com
bination bands near 2.4 J.1. had transmittances of 
78.7 and 86.1 percent for the pellet containing more 
and less potassium bromide, rcspecLi vely. 

In the casc of alkali halide pellets the di s tribu tion 
of sample particles in the mixture is determincd by 
the density of the suspending medium before press
ing, that is, by th~ volume of material plus inc.luded 
airspaces. But If m p«m k then Pk appcars III (7) 
only in factors m k/Pk so transmittancc should be 
practically independent of Pk also. In t hc case. of 
powder susp ended in liquid the question of \\'h1Oh 
value to usc for Pk does no t arise. 

Figure 3 shows calculated curves plotted on semi
logarithmic coordinates of 10/1 versus mp .for it con
densed homogeneous film and for suspensIOns made 
with three differen t particle sizes. It is secn tha t 
for samples prepared from powders there are ap
parent " deviations from Beer~s law", in the. s~nse 
that straio'ht lines are not obtamed. lhe deViatIOns 
are no t gr~at for small radii; however , it is seen again 
that apparent absorption is greatly reduced for 
larger particles o~ elust~rs . . . . 

Because there IS a fimte probabIlIty that ritchant 
energy will traverse a pellet without encounteI:in~~ a 
sample particle, it is expected that the tra,nsnllSSIOn 
for opaque particles will. b~ somewhat gre~ter th.an 
the instrumental transmISSIOn zero determmed WIth 
an opaque shutter in the optical path. This is 
equivalent to stating that 1/10 will not become zero 
as a approaches infinity in eq (7). CalculatIOns 
using eq (7) with the parameters a= <Xl, Pp= 1 g/cm3, 

Pk= 0 .2 g/cm 3, 8 = 0.714 em2 m p= O.Ol g, and m k= 
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FrG \:HE 3. Effect oj mdius oj particles and mass of sample on 
absorbance. 

ClllTes are calculated from cq (7), using the following values: a= lOO em -I; 
m k= 0.224 g; pp= 1 glcm 3; Pk= 0.2 g/cm 3; 8=0.714 cm ' . 

0.224g predict that for particles up to about 47 f.l 
in dialneter the t ransmission zero will be raised less 
than 1 percent, for 72 f.l diameter particles the zer'o 
will be raised to 5 percent transmission, and for 
200 f.l diameter particles the zero will be raised to 34 
percent transmission. 

Non' the sample is to be considered as a multi
componen t system. If the components. are. di ~ 
tribu ted uniformly throughout the partIcle, It IS 

sufficient to define a in (3 ) by 

in ,,·hich at and Ci are the absorption coefficient and 
molar concentration of the ith component. This 
reduces to a= aiCt for a frequency chosen so that 
a j= O for j ,ei. It is suffi.cient then to discuss (7) 
rclatiye to changes in a. Figure 4 contains a plot of 
l oll "ersus a= atCi for two particle sizes and a con
densed homogeneous film with arbitrary values as
sumed for parameters m p, mk, Pp, Pk , and S. Devi3;~ 
tions from linearity are serious for very large radll 
but can probably be disregarded fo~' small partic~es 
uniformly distributed in the suspenSIOn. The devIa
tions (\re seen to be less serious for small a. If the 
components are not uniformly distributed through
out the individual particles, the calcul~tion.s are rr,tore 
difficult. An example of such a SItuatIOn mIght 
occllr when material undergoes chemical changes 
while in the form of particles. In degradation 
studies . for example, degradation products might 
be found more concentrated at the surface of the 
particles than in the interior. 

o 10 0 2 00 
o = OjCj 

3 00 400 

FIGl:HE 4. Effect. of absorption coe.fficient and l'ad1:US of parti
cles in multicomponent system on absorbance. 

Curves are calculated from eq (7), using the followin g values: mp=O.Ol g; 
m k= O.224 g; pp= l g/cm 3; Pk= O.2 g/cm 3; S= 0.714 em z, 

If a is a function of p , the distance from the particle 
center then Beer's law for a cylindrical increment , ...., 
of volume with radlLls Z IS 

d1 
7=-a(p)dx, 1 [ i -r2(Z) ] -=exp - a (p) dx . 

10 Xl (z) 

The average transmittance of the sphere is 

J:T [ i X2 (z) ] (1110) = 27r10 exp - a(p)dx zelzl7r'r210. 
p 0 XI (Z) 

The integration is not a convenient one even for 
simple forms of a (p) . It will no t be discussed further 
except to stress that it is dependent on . t?e func
tional form of a. It is therefore not legItImate to 
assume a linear "Beer's law plot" for solid particles 
undergoing chemical change. . 

vVe turn now to the case of transparent partIcles 
suspended in an absorbing medium. This situati.on 
occurs frequently when mulls are prepared wlth 
mineral oil for example. It also occurs when the 
pellet teeh~ique is used with po!as~i.um bromi.de 
that contains some water. The 11lmtll1g behaVIOr 
of eq (9) for vanishing particle size may be seen by 
noting that [e 2Ta (2ra - l ) + 1]/2a2r2 a.pproaches e2Ta 

asymptotically as r appro~ches zero. :B~urther sub
stitution of two terms of a power senes for the 
exponentials leads to the expression 

lim l ll o= exp[- a(t- t t p) ], (10) 
T->O 

ll1 w hieh t is the thickness of the suspension and t p 
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Cun"es arc calculated from eq (9), lIsing the followi ng val ues: 7nm=22.4 Illg; 
111 =10 mg- P =Pm=l glom 3; S=0.7 14 Olll 2, The clash lines represent t.r~ns
mfttancc i~ the limit of vanishing particle radiu s and t he cl ash-dot-dash llllcs 
represent transmittance of pure materia l containing no particles for t.he CO I'I'C
spondi ng absorption cacm cicnis. 

is the thickness that the powder alo ne would hfLve if 
it were in the form of a condesned homogeneous film, 
The occurrence of the factor 3/2 in the exponent is 
surprising. Of course as l' approaches zero it is no 
longer reasonable to integrate Beer's law over a 
sphera as was clone in deriving these equations. 
Values' calculated from eq (9), using assumed param
eters] arc plotted versus par ticle size in figure 5, 
In general, samples containing the same a,mounts of 
material transmit more energy as the SIze of tl:e 
suspended particles increases . The increase WIll 
occ ur at a, greater rate for bands of higher absorption 
coefficient . The change in appearance of a hypo
thetical absorption band as particll' size is varied is 
demonstrated in figure 6. The envelope labelled 
"ideal" represents liquid containing no powder as 
given by eq (10) without the factor 3/2. 

While obtaining spectra of suspensions of poly
vi nyl chloride in liquid media using a double
beam spectrometer, it was observed that complete 
compensation for bands arising from the liquid could 
not be obtained. :For example, if a point on each 
side of the band were compensated exactly by adjust
ing a variable thickness cell , then that portion of the 
band falling between these points would be over
compensated and other portions wonld be ~nder
compensated. Furthermore, when a quantIty of 
compensating liquid calculated on an " ideal" basis 
(i. e., from eq (10) without the factor 3/2) was 
placed in the reference beam, bands were s trongly 
overcompensated. Scatter alone ,vould not be ex
pected to produce these symmetric changes in band 
shape. However, the presen t theory involving 
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abso rption alone gives a resonable qualitative 
description. For if an ideal-band envelope is calcu
lated by using a th ickness approprifLte for exact com
pensation at points on the sid e of the "sll spensio n" 
banel , it will have grcater and less tran:::mittance 
than the suspension band for frequen cies inside and 
outside t.hese points, respectively. The difference 
between the two co n tours will produce a d ifl'el'en tial 
band similar to the ones observed. Attempts at 
compensa tion wOllld be expected to be more success-
1'111 wit.h small par ticles. 

4 . Summary 

A simple but plausible modcl of solid particles 
suspended in a transparent medium, with the postu
late that refractive index changes over molecular
vibration absorption bands are sufficiently weak 
to be ignored, has yielded the following predictions: 

1. The apparent absorption is dependent on 
particle shape. 

2. The apparent absorption is dependent on parti
cle size. Samples containing large particles trans
mit more energy than samples with the same mass 
of small particles. Absorbance as a function of 
mass of sample for a one component system deviates 
from linearity most markedly when large particles 
are used. For smaller particles the absorbance 
curve becomes linear and in fact coincides with the 
Beer's law plot obeyed by a condensed homogeneous 
film of the same material. In multicomponent 
systems the form of 1/10 depends upon the way in 
which the components are distributed in the par-



ticles. In the case of uniform distribution within 
the particles, deviations from linearity in absorbance 
versus concentration are greatest for large particles, 
and again absorbance approaches that of a condensed 
homogeneous film for small particles. All the re
marks made here regarding particle size apply to 
cluster size in the case of incompletely dispersed 
systems. The desirability of obtaining small par
ticles and the necessity for controlling particle size 
distribu tion and for producing complete dispersion 
of particles in the suspensio(] medium are clear. 

3. The apparent absorption is not greatly affected 
by yariation in mass and density of suspending 
material. 

4. In addition, a related model of transparent, 
particles in absorbing media has led to the conclusion 
that apparent transmittance of a suspending me
clium should increase as the size of t.he particles which 
it contains increases. 

The author is grateful for discussions with Mary 
R einey Harvey, F . A. Smith, and E. Carroll Crei tz 
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during the development of experimental technique. 
Special thanks are due D _ II . Anderson for providing 
details of his pellet-pressing method before publi
cation. 
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